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Donald J. Trump, 45th pres ident of the United States  of America, dresses  in Brioni suits

 
By Livia Stefanini

The Trump victory and ascendancy to the highest office in the United States has thrown fashion and luxury brands
into a tizzy not surprising given that they had overwhelming thrown their weight behind Hillary Clinton.

So how should these sectors react to Donald Trump and the fallout from his policies once he is in the White House?
Here are three factors to consider.

1. The return of decadence?
Post-recessionary fashion coming out of 2008's global crisis replaced extreme luxury with a more subdued
approach to high fashion. Premium overtook glossy, golden luxury.

However, over the past few years, as furs, exotic skins and statement jewelry made their comeback, the fashion
world began to re-embrace conspicuous luxury while supporting altruistic purpose and understated aesthetic.

Will these two extremes continue to co-exist, or will the king of glossy golden luxury, United States President-elect
Donald Trump and his soon-to-be First Lady wife Melania Trump usher in an era of decadence?

Sporting a $4,000 Ralph Lauren Jumpsuit, for her husband's victory speech in the early morning hours of Wednesday,
Nov. 9, Ms. Trump already sent a clear message that she will not be playing the High-street fashion game a la
Michelle Obama or Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge.

2. Connecting with a divided customer
Choosing Mr. Trump or Hillary Clinton was not dictated by voters' salary or income not as much as expected or we
saw with Brexit.

Education, race and gender played their role, but ultimately the division is deeply ideological.

Although former Secretary of State Clinton won the popular vote, the margin is extremely narrow.

For every one American who voted Clinton, one voted Trump.
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Where will U.S. brands and retailers stand in a nation with such a 50/50 ideological divide? Should they join the
conversation as did Vogue, Stonecold Fox and Reformation, or remain mum such as J.Crew, Shopbop or
Nordstrom?

While brands with a core customer following in seaboard states could afford to actively support Ms. Clinton during
the election, how will they respond in the next few months?

Alternatively, how will mass brands with a strong following in red states engage with their consumers, who are
celebrating the election results, without alienating Clinton supporters who are angry, disillusioned and fearful of a
Trump presidency?

3. Americana backlash
Leaders around the world excluding Russia's Vladimir Putin and Israel's Binyamin Netanyahu, among others have
expressed their dismay for Mr. Trump's victory with chilled congratulatory messages riddled with subtext.

But how will foreign consumers react to American brands with strong Americana narratives. Will there be an
American "brandlash"?

Particularly in Central and South America, where people have been personally offended by Mr. Trump's comments?

Latin America, according to the Business Insider, follows Asia-Pacific as the fastest-growing region for ecommerce,
and Mexico is the second largest market for ecommerce in Latin America.

THAT SAID, to mitigate the potential negative implications of a Trump presidency, U.S. brands should start analysing
ways to de-Americanize their appeal or soften their Americana image and build stronger ties with foreign
communities to earn their trust and respect.
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